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1 Introduction

This report summarizes the efforts performed in Phase II of the project “A Low Cost All-Band
All-Mode Radio for Public Safety,” performed under Grant No. 2005-IJ-CX-K018 from the Na-
tional Institute of Justice of the U.S. Dept. of Justice. The overall goal of this project is to develop
and demonstrate a radio which can operate in all bands and all modes relevant to public safety
operations in the U.S. This project is documented via the project web site [1] which includes a
recent overview presentation [2].

In Phase I of the project, we investigated the problem and developed some preliminary so-
lutions. We reported our findings in the Phase I technical report [3]; discussion and conclusions
from that report are not repeated here. In Phase II of the project, we have made some key design
choices and begun a focussed effort to develop the prototype radio. Accomplishments in that
effort are reported here. In subsequent stages of the project, we will complete the prototype and
evaluate the results.

The following technical memoranda were generated during this phase of the work, and should
be considered part of this technical report:

1. “A Wideband RF Downconverter for the NIJ Public Safety Radio,” S.M. Shajedul Hasan
and S.W. Ellingson, Technical Memo 16, December 1, 2006 [4]. (Design files described in
this report are available via [1].)

2. “The Rise of All-Band All-Mode Radio,” S.W. Ellingson and S.M. Shajedul Hasan, Technical
Memo 17, January 9, 2007 [5]. (Note: This is the original manuscript (complete with
references) that eventually became a MissionCritical Communications article [6].)

3. “Blackfin-Based Continuous Baseband Processing,” J. H. Oh and S.W. Ellingson, Technical
Memo 18, April 1, 2007 [7]. (Design files described in this report are available via [1].)

4. “Performance Evaluation of RFIC Ver. 3b in Public Safety Frequency Bands,” S.M. Shajedul
Hasan and S.W. Ellingson, Technical Memo 19, April 5, 2007 [8].

5. “Optimum Noise Figure Specification,” S.M. Shajedul Hasan and S.W. Ellingson, Technical
Memo 20, April 25, 2007 [9].

6. “Performance Evaluation of RFIC Version 4 in Public Safety Frequency Bands,” S.M. Hasan,
M. Harun, and S.W. Ellingson, Technical Memo 21, July 9, 2007 [10].

7. “Design and Development of an Evaluation Board with RFIC Version 4,” S.M. Shajedul
Hasan and S.W. Ellingson, Technical Memo 22, August 31, 2007 [11].

Achievements since the Phase I technical report include:

• Further development of Blackfin-based baseband processor software development [7].

• Developed prototype superheterodyne RF frequency converters [4].

• In collaboration with Motorola, developed an alternative architecture based on a new direct
conversion radio frequency integrated circuit (RFIC) [12]. The motivation for this was doc-
umented in [5] and presented in [13]. This approach appears to have dramatic consequences
for cost and possibly also size, weight, and power.
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• Preliminary versions (“3b” and “4”) of the Motorola RFIC, provided as an evaluation board
by Motorola, have been evaluated at Virginia Tech with results that appear promising for
public safety applications [8, 10]. We have subsequently designed and constructed our own
prototype board [11] to begin the process of design integration using RFIC version 4, and
have again confirmed the expected performance (report pending).

• Developed an “optimum noise figure specification,” addressing a problem that emerges in
the design of receivers based on direct conversion architecture with very large contiguous
tuning range [9].

• Evaluated the Analog Devices AD6636 digital downconverter chip, using an evaluation board
of our own design. The need for this chip has diminished due to our decision to change the
architecture, but it is still potentially useful as a baseband channelizer.

This report is organized as follows. Section 2 (“Architecture I”) provides an update on the
development of the superheterodyne-based architecture proposed in the Phase I technical report.
Section 3 (“Architecture II”) presents the new architecture based on the Motorola direct conversion
RFIC, including some discussion of the motivation for this architecture and a summary of the
design as it now stands. Section 4 (“Evaluation and Development Using the Motorola SDR
RFIC”) provides a brief overview of work done to evaluate the performance of the Motorola RFIC
and to begin the process of design integration.
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2 Architecture I

In this section we report on work on the first architecture considered for the radio, first described
in [3]. We shall to refer to this as “Architecture I” to distinguish it from the subsequent (current)
direct-conversion architecture, reported in Section 3. The defining feature of Architecture I, as
shown in Figure 1, is the use of superheterodyne block frequency converters with the analog/digital
interface implemented at a VHF-band intermediate frequency (IF). For a detailed discussion on
the motivation and considerations for this architecture, the reader is referred to [3]. In this section,
we report on progress made on various elements of the architecture since [3]. It should be noted
that Architecture I is no longer being pursued, for reasons discussed below and in Section 3.

2.1 Superheterodyne Block Frequency Converters (RFDC & RFUC)

The superheterodyne block frequency converters indicated in Figure 1 were designed, prototyped,
and evaluated. The resulting hardware is shown in Figure 2. The converters tune 138–894 MHz
continuously using the same frequency plan with 2 local oscillators (one tuned, one fixed). The IF
is 78 MHz with an instantaneous bandwidth of 40 MHz. The gain, noise figure, and input third-
order intercept point (IIP3) of the downconverter are 47 dB, 4.5 dB, and −32 dBm, respectively.
The downconverter layout occupies 139 cm2 and consumes 280 mA at 9 VDC, however no specific
attempt was made to minimize footprint or power consumption in this prototype. The parts
cost of the downconverter is about $185 in small quantities; however this is estimated to increase
by about 25% in a subsequent prototype in order to increase IIP3 to a more reasonable value
(greater than −10 dBm). Design and measurement details on the downconverter are available in
[4]. Details on the upconverter were never documented in the form of a report as the decision
to switch to Architecture II occurred while this was underway; however these details are freely
available from the authors.

2.2 Digital Downconverter (DDC)

The digital downconverter indicated in Figure 1 was designed, prototyped, and evaluated. The
Analog Devices AD6636 [14] was selected for this purpose. The block diagram of the AD6636 is
shown in Figure 3; the compelling feature of this chip is the ability to accept a 104 MSPS digitized
IF (as would have been produced in Architecture I) and reduce it to 4 independently-tuned chan-
nels with selectable bandwidth and sample rate. In addition, the part is extremely compact (see
Figure 4) and currently costs less than $30 in large quantities. The prototype hardware developed
to evaluate the AD6636 is shown in Figure 4. We were able to verify baseband (bandlimiting
& sample rate reduction) functionality, but were unsuccessful in implementing tuning. Work at-
tempting to resolve the problem was underway but halted once it became clear that this part
would not longer be required due to the switch to Architecture II. Details including board design
and firmware are freely available by contacting the authors.

2.3 Baseband Processing

In our Phase I report [3], we described two possible implementations for baseband processing: One
approach centered on the use of the Open Source Software Communications Architecture (SCA)
Implementation: Embedded (OSSIE), Virginia Tech’s implementation of the SCA, implemented
on the Texas Instruments “OMAP” processor; and the second approach centered on the use of
the Analog Devices Blackfin embedded processor running the µClinux operating system, with
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Figure 1: Architecture I. “SGFE” stands for “sub-GHz front end.”
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(a) Downconverter

(a) Upconverter

Figure 2: Superheterodyne block frequency converters.
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Figure 3: Block diagram of the AD6636 DDC chip. From [14].

Figure 4: AD6636 DDC chip being evaluated on a custom board designed by VT for this purpose.
The AD6636 is the square chip in the bottom center; top left is an FPGA and top right is a first-in
first-out (FIFO) capture buffer.
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processing burden divided between custom FPGA-based firmware and the C-language source im-
plemented on the Blackfin. The latter represents a somewhat traditional design approach, whereas
the former potentially leverages the advantages of the SCA, such as waveform portability. Since the
release of the Phase I technical report we have encountered intractable difficulties in implementing
SCA in the desired platform, and judged the time and effort required to resolve the difficulties to
be prohibitive. For these reasons, we discontinued the SCA development work in Fall 2006. For
additional details, the reader should contact the leader of that effort, J.H. Reed (reedjh@vt.edu).
Progress on the other (FPGA+Blackfin) approach since the Phase I report is discussed in [7], and
scope of the problem has been greatly reduced by the transition to Architecture II, in which sig-
nals are digitized in zero-IF/complex form thereby eliminating digital processing stages associated
with tuning and bandlimiting.
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Figure 5: Architecture II, based on single-chip direct conversion. See Figure 6 for additional detail
on the RFIC.

3 Architecture II

In this section, we report on work on the second (and current) architecture considered for the
radio. We refer to this as “Architecture II” to distinguish it from the previous (deprecated)
superheterodyne-based architecture described in Section 2. The defining feature of Architecture II,
as shown in Figure 5, is the use of a single direct-conversion RFIC with analog/digital interfaces
implemented at baseband (i.e., zero-IF/complex form); the motivation for this is approach is
discussed in Section 3.1, including a description of the Motorola “SDR RFIC” employed in this
project. Section 3.2 discusses the approach used to design a suitable front end for this RFIC.
Additional details on the implementation shown in Figure 5 are provided in Sections 3.3–3.6.

3.1 Motivation for Direct-Conversion Architecture

Superheterodyne architecture, as represented in Architecture I, is the classical approach to multi-
band/multimode radio design, especially when wide bandwidths and tuning ranges are required.
“Superhets” meet wide tuning range requirements using a “divide and conquer” strategy in which
the tuning range is divided into smaller ranges, and each is served by different IF stages which
are switched in or out as necessary. In fact, this is the principle at work in many existing prod-
ucts including dual-band VHF/UHF radios and multiband receive-only radios, such as scanners.
However, this approach becomes prohibitively complex and expensive as the number and span of
the tuning ranges increase.

The alternative, represented by Architecture II, is direct conversion. It became possible begin-
ning in the mid-1990’s to implement nearly-complete direct conversion receivers and transmitters
capable of very large tuning range on a single chip. This dramatically reduces the cost and size of
a radio capable of covering a large tuning range, but leaves two problems unsolved: (1) front ends
capable of providing the necessary selectivity over the new, larger tuning range, and (2) suitable
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Figure 6: Motorola’s 90 nm CMOS direction conversion “SDR RFIC”. Each of the 5 receive paths
and 3 transmit paths tune 100 MHz – 2.5 GHz, with 8 kHz – 10 MHz (adjustable) bandwidth.
Noise figure is 4.5 dB (500 MHz). Phase noise is < −100 dBc/Hz @ 1 kHz (500 MHz). Sideband
suppression ∼ 35 dBc (receive) and > 35 dBc transmit without adjustment and can be improved
by 10 dB or more using programmable parameters. The layout shown is 4 mm × 5 mm.

circuitry to correct DC offset and self-mixing problems inherent in direct conversion to the levels
required to meet the stringent requirements of key market sectors, including public safety. Until
recently, these issues have offset the advantages of direct conversion architecture for high perfor-
mance applications. The key to solving both problems has turned out to be the implementation
of direct conversion transceivers in deep submicron complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor
(CMOS) technology – the same low-cost process technology commonly used to implement modern
digital circuits [15]. Although process variations and the limited fidelity of CMOS device mod-
els pose considerable (and continuing) difficulties for RF chip designers, a direct conversion RF
transceiver and its associated digital processing can now be implemented on a single chip, and cor-
rections for DC offset and self-mixing can be implemented using digital functionality located in the
“left over” spaces on the chip. This has led to compact RF-CMOS direct conversion transceivers
that span astounding tuning ranges with performance and bandwidth sufficient for almost any
wireless application in the tuning range [16].

An example of such a chip is Motorola Research Laboratory’s 90 nm CMOS “SDR RFIC,”
announced in June 2007 [12]. A block diagram and summary of specifications appears in Figure 6.
We have been collaborating with Motorola since January 2007 to evaluate this chip, with results
discussed in Section 4.
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3.2 Front End Design for Direct Conversion RFICs with Extreme Tuning
Range

A major disadvantage in the direct conversion architecture in our application, from the receiver
perspective, is the need for a front end which is simultaneously broadband and capable of provid-
ing the necessary selectivity. However, there are several approaches which might be considered
viable. First, the RFICs themselves have reduced cost and size sufficiently that it is not unreason-
able to consider employ multiple transceivers operating in parallel, each of which can be directly
connected to an off-chip filter bank without switches. At a cost-size point of about US$70 and
20 mm2, the Motorola SDR RFIC certainly falls in this category. However, we seek approaches
in which the design might be simplified as much as possible, including minimizing the number
of RFICs. RF micro-electromechanical switch (MEMS) technology is gradually emerging as a
possible enabling technology: RF-MEMS provide the ability to switch the outputs of a fixed fil-
ter bank to one transceiver, or to switch reactive components within a single filter to implement
tuning. Another strategy is reconfigurable matching, in which the transceiver is attached to the
antenna by means of a matching section with variable and automatically-controlled impedance
characteristics [17]. Variability is achieved through the use of PIN diodes or RF-MEMS devices
to switch reactive components into or out of the circuit, possibly also through the use of varactors
(electrically-variable capacitances). Recent work has demonstrated that relatively simple circuits
can achieve surprisingly good broadband performance with potential to achieve this over large
tuning ranges [18, 19]. Other approaches include direct oversampling with integrated digital fil-
tering. Examples of the practical implementation of these concepts are now common (e.g. [20, 21]).

Unfortunately all of these front end strategies (except for the first – multiple RFIC approach)
share several limitations that are quite onerous for our application. First, all are limited by the fun-
damental Fano limits for matching bandwidth [22] with the result that none can efficiently provide
more than 10’s of kHz instantaneous bandwidth at frequencies in the VHF band when electrically-
small antennas are used. Second, none address the issue that virtually all modern RFICs require
differential (balanced) inputs, whereas mobile antennas such as monopoles and planar inverted-F
antennas (PIFAs) are almost always single-ended (unbalanced). As a result, baluns are required
between the antenna and the RFIC. Because the balun must be very compact, it is typically im-
plemented as a surface mount transformer, which has frequency limitations which are typically a
compromise with respect to tuning range requirements. For example, compact transformer-based
baluns which perform well from 500 MHz to 2.4 GHz are readily available, whereas suitable devices
for 500 MHz and below are either unacceptably large or are unable to cover the entire tuning range.

The approach we are taking in Architecture II could be referred to as “antenna-transceiver
co-design,” with the goal to overcome some of the existing antenna and front end limitations iden-
tified above. It should be emphasized that this is distinct from the concept of “active integrated
antennas” in which transceiver electronics are literally built into the antenna; e.g. as in [23]. The
paradigm we currently follow is illustrated in Figure 7. In the receive case, the problem becomes
one of interfacing a single antenna to the multiple direct conversion receivers on the RFIC. The
interface takes the form of an RF multiplexer (e.g., a diplexer if two bands, a triplexer if three
bands, and so on) which separates the antenna output into appropriate frequency ranges, thereby
providing sufficient selectivity for subsequent direct conversion tuning. Although the design of RF
multiplexers is an old problem, the existing literature is overwhelmingly focused on the problem
of interfacing single-ended devices with roughly constant impedance (e.g., wideband antennas, or
narrowband antennas over small fractional bandwidth) to other single-ended devices with roughly
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Figure 7: Paradigm for antenna-transceiver co-design (receive case). Ei and le refer to incident
electric field (corresponding to signals of interest and interference) and the vector effective length
of the antenna, respectively. ZA = RA + jXA is antenna impedance, and kTAB is received noise
power.

constant impedance [24]. In contrast, the impedance of compact antennas operating over large
fractional bandwidths varies from extremely capacitive with very high Q (hence inherently nar-
rowband) at low frequencies, to wildly variable at higher frequencies as various disparate current
modes become more or less important with varying frequency.1 The latter is particularly frustrat-
ing as it complicates the already difficult problem of physical integration of the antenna into the
radio chassis. This has only very recently begun to be considered in the context of multiplexer
design [25]. Moreover (as explained above) modern transceiver RFICs require differential inter-
faces, whereas conventional compact antennas are either nominally single-ended or turn out to be
multimoded in complex, undesirable ways.

At frequencies below first resonance of the antenna (i.e., the “electrically small” antenna case),
high Q makes broadband matching futile. However broadband external (“environmental”) noise
plays an increasingly significant role at frequencies at which handset antennas become electrically
very short; i.e., at VHF and below. External noise can easily be strong enough to become the
dominant contribution to receiver noise temperature, resulting in the counterintuitive situation in
which the antenna-receiver interface can be severely mismatched and yet achieve nearly optimum
sensitivity because the antenna-receiver mismatch degrades signals of interest and the dominant
environmental noise in equal measure. In other words, signal-to-noise ratio becomes independent
of the match as long as noise figure is sufficiently low. This finding has been recently been exploited
in the design of front ends for low-frequency radio telescopes to achieve noise figures limited only
by the irreducible and ubiquitous Galactic synchrotron radiation background [26] over bandwidths
of > 25% at VHF using antennas with relatively narrow impedance bandwidth [27]. This provided
the motivation for our work on “optimum noise figure” specifications, documented in [9]. In the
present problem, it is possible exploit this principle by being flexible in the quality of the match
achieved and trading off the degraded efficiency for increased bandwidth, to the maximum extent

1Following common practice, the term “mode” in this report is used to refer to both protocol (e.g., analog FM)
and electrical representation (e.g., differential). Apologies for any confusion this may cause.)
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allowed by the Fano bound in combination with practical component limitations. This approach
leads to specific bounds on the noise figure of the front end in order to ensure that the combined
environmental and internal noise contributions remain acceptable, and leads to a complex but
interesting and potentially productive co-design problem. We refer to front end circuits designed
according to these criteria as being “environmental noise-limited optimization” (ENLO) stages.

The observation that radios can have external noise-limited sensitivity is hardly new, but
neither is it broadly appreciated or fully exploited. The principle is most commonly mentioned
with respect to “active antennas” of the current- and voltage-sensing types described in classic
references by Rhode [28], Nordholt [29], and others. However, the application is quite general and
presently, due to advances in amplifier components, rather broadly applicable.

Referring to Figure 7, note that it is entirely possible for the active gain stage(s) of an ENLO
front end to be located at the output of the multiplexer, as opposed to serving as the multiplexer
input interface. This offers the opportunity to tailor the gain stages to frequency bands, as well as
providing a measure of relief from strong out-of-band signals through preselection. However in this
case one can also exploit the ENLO condition to relax multiplexer channel design requirements.
For example, the insertion loss can be dramatically increased, with no penalty to sensitivity as
long as the external noise-limited condition is maintained. This can be directly traded-off for an
increase in bandwidth, in accordance with the relevant Fano (reflection coefficient vs. bandwidth)
constraint. The increased insertion loss in turn reduces the likelihood of interaction with other
multiplexer channels, simplifying the design especially in the case of multiplexers with closely-
spaced channels having large fractional bandwidth – as is likely to be the case in designs with
wide tuning range – where interactions between channels often turn out to be a formidable design
challenge [24].

Whereas the basic active ENLO front end approach is well suited to the VHF bands, more
traditional strategies are required at higher frequencies where the environmental noise floor (both
natural and anthropogenic) are lower.

3.3 RF Receive Path

The receive path implementation is based on the strategy described in the previous section. For
bands below 1 GHz, the receive path to the RFIC begins at a short whip antenna of a type
traditionally used in mobile transceivers. The antenna is connected to an impedance-matched
RF multiplexer stage designed according to ENLO principles, which divides the signal into four
bands: 138–174 MHz, 220–222 MHz, 406–512 MHz, and 764–862 MHz. The multiplexer is shared
between receive and transmit paths by means of an RF switch. Continuing on the receive path,
the signal passes through an additional band-specific stage of gain and filtering before arriving at
the RFIC.

Cellular, 2.4 GHz, and 4.9 GHz communications are handled separately. 4.9 GHz is received
using a separate antenna, which is again shared with a transmit path using a switch. A separate
dedicated 4.9 GHz downconverter is used provide an intermediate frequency (IF) signal at a
frequency which the RFIC can accept. Cellular and 2.4 GHz are handled using dedicated antennas
and commercial chipsets, and the RFIC is not used at all. This decision is based on the common
availability of these chipsets and relative ease with which efficient external antennas suitable for
these bands can be integrated into the radio.
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3.4 RF Transmit Path

The RFIC directly creates three outputs: one for VHF (138–174 MHz and 220–222 MHz), one
for UHF (406–512 MHz and 764–862 MHz), and an IF for subsequent upconversion to 4.9 GHz.
The VHF and UHF paths include parallel independent power amplifier stages, whose outputs are
interfaced to the antenna through the same impedance-matched multiplexer used for the receive
path. The connection between receive and transmit paths is through switches; thus operation in
the VHF, UHF, and 4.9 GHz bands will be strictly half-duplex. As in the receive path, Cellular
and 2.4 GHz communications are handled separately using dedicated antennas and commercial
chipsets, and the RFIC is not used at all.

3.5 ADC and DAC

In Architecture II, analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) and digital-to-analog converters (DACs)
operate at baseband, sampling the low-pass I and Q signals in the first Nyquist zone. Here we
have tentatively selected the Analog Devices AD9248 [30] and AD9761 [31] devices as our ADC
and DAC respectively. The AD9248 is a dual 14-bit ADC sampling 20 MSPS (in the variant
we have selected) which consumes about 65 mA at 3V. This allows digitization of signals up to
about 10 MHz bandwidth with modest anti-aliasing requirements. The AD9761 is a dual 10-
bit interpolating DAC which we operate a 20 MSPS and which consumes about 50 mA at 3V. A
compelling feature of this part is the availability of internal 2× interpolation filters which lead to a
significantly reduced requirement for anti-alias filtering. A prototype ADC/DAC board including
both the ADC and DAC has been designed and is currently under construction.

3.6 Baseband Processing

In Architecture I we proposed a combination of an FPGA and an Analog Devices Blackfin micro-
processor for baseband processing, with the former facilitating tedious high-rate processing tasks
and the latter handling low-rate processing tasks as well as audio I/O, user interfaces, and so on.
While this still seems to be a reasonable choice, we are impressed with the latest generation of
FPGA-based “system on a programmable chip” (SOPC) functionality and in particular the latest
generation of FPGA-based configurable soft-core processors. In this approach, the functionality of
the microprocessor in the previous arrangement is implemented in the FPGA. Although this could
be done to some extent without employing a soft-core processor, the advantage of this approach
is that the FPGA literally becomes a microprocessor, providing the associated benefits includ-
ing programmability in high-level languages (in particular, C) and straightforward interfacing to
peripheral devices. Additional advantages are that (1) a soft-core processor implemented on an
FPGA can be tailored to requirements, i.e., functionality which is not required does not need to
be implemented, (2) unfettered access to FPGA resources not used by the soft-core processor are
preserved, and (3) the inevitably awkward interface between FPGA and microprocessor is elimi-
nated, since both reside on the same chip.

We believe that some combination of SOPC and soft-core processor technology implemented
in a single FPGA may turn out to be a better overall choice in terms of space, power, and cost
than separate, dedicated FPGA and microprocessor chips. Both of the leading manufacturers of
FPGAs – Altera and Xilinx – now provide this capability. We are inclined to use Altera devices,
for which the associated capability is known as “SOPC Builder” for SOPC design and “Nios II”
for configurable soft-core processor design [32]. We are currently targeting the Altera “Cyclone
III” family of FPGAs.
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Figure 8: Motorola’s SDR RFIC being tested using a Motorola-provided evaluation board. The
“outrigger” boards provide differential-to-single ended conversion to facilitate the use of single-
ended test equipment.

4 Evaluation and Development Using the Motorola SDR RFIC

In this section we elaborate on our efforts to evaluate the Motorola SDR RFIC and to begin the
process of integration into our design. For an overview of the chip, see Section 3.1 of this report.
Our evaluation efforts began with lab testing at Virginia Tech of evaluation boards provided by
Motorola. We tested two boards: one using “Version 3b” of the chip, and one using “Version 4”
of the chip (shown in Figure 8), with results documented in [8] and [10], respectively. Some key
results are summarized in Table 1.

Version 4 of the chip has some issues that that will require considerable attention in the final
design. Chief among these is that the chip requires significant calibration and “tweaking” in order
to perform to an acceptable level in each band used. This involves manipulation of a large number
of parameters stored in parameter registers on the chip, accessed via a low-bandwidth SPI connec-
tion. It is not currently known how often calibration will be required to maintain an acceptable
level of performance, and to what degree parameters will need to be varied as the chip is tuned
across various frequencies or as other parameters are varied. An important parameter affected
by this issue is receive sideband rejection. Another potential issue is that the transmitter output
exhibits intermittent out-of-band spurs (e.g., on the order of −60 dBc with 10 MHz spacing) that
are impossible to suppress through filtering in the front end envisioned for Architecture II, since
it relies on the RFIC for selectivity within a multiplexer channel. The extent to which these spurs

15



Parameter Measured Result

Tuning Range 100–2500 MHz (1)
Rx Noise Figure < 5 dB, < 1.0 GHz

< 8 dB, < 2.5 GHz
IIP3 > −6 dBm
IIP2 > +60 dBm
Rx Voltage Gain 48 dBV
Rx Sideband Rejection 30 to 40 dB w/optimization (2)

20 to 40 dB w/o optimization
LO Phase Noise < −95 dBc/Hz @ 1 kHz

< −123 dBc/Hz @ 25 kHz
Tx Output Power > +3 dBm max (1)
Tx Spurious < −60 dBc
Tx Sideband Rejection 35 to 60 dB w/optimization (2)

9 to 38 dB w/o optimization
Power 1.2V and 2.5V (3)

Notes:

(1) The main obstacle to realizing this tuning range is the off-chip balun (if used); no commercially

available balun covers the entire tuning range.

(2) Optimization requires calibration and adjustment of parameters via an SPI port. Significant improve-

ments possible; indicated results obtained with relatively little effort.

(3) Chip consumes approx. 40 mA for receive, 40–90 mA for transmit, and 80 mA per active DDS. Current

drain never observed to exceed 400 mA. Evaluation board operated at 280 mA @ 10V.

Table 1: Summary of RFIC testing.
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Figure 9: An evaluation board for Version 4 of Motorola SDR RFIC, designed at Virginia Tech
by the authors.

might be reduced in future versions of the RFIC or reduced by adjusting parameters is currently
unknown.

As a step in developing a complete radio using the chip, we have developed our own evaluation
board using Version 4 of the RFIC; this design is documented in [11] and shown in Figure 9. This
board operates as expected and a report on its performance is currently being written.
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